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ABSTRACT
Current state-of-the-art in GPU networking advocates a hostcentric model that reduces performance and increases code
complexity. Recently, researchers have explored several techniques for networking within a GPU kernel itself. These
approaches, however, sufer from high latency, waste energy
on the host, and are not scalable with larger/more GPUs
on a node. In this work, we introduce Command Processor
Networking (ComP-Net), which leverages the availability
of scalar cores integrated on the GPU itself to provide highperformance intra-kernel networking. ComP-Net enables
eicient synchronization between the Command Processors and Compute Units on the GPU through a line locking
scheme implemented in the GPU’s shared last-level cache.
We illustrate that ComP-Net can improve application performance by up to 20% and provide up to 50% reduction in
energy consumption vs. competing networking techniques
across a Jacobi stencil, allreduce collective, and machine
learning applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
GPUs are pervasive in data centers and high-performance
computing (HPC) environments. At the time of this writing,
98 of the top 500 supercomputers leverage some form of GPU
acceleration [39]. GPU powered machines ofer extreme levels of computational throughput, memory bandwidth, and energy eiciency for structured, data-parallel workloads across
a very wide class of high-performance applications [24].
To solve the largest and most diicult problems, multiple GPUs are deployed across many compute nodes. These
compute nodes typically employ high-performance network
adapters to communicate with devices on remote machines.
Current industry-driven technologies such as peer-to-peer
data transfer from a GPU’s discrete memory to the NIC [21]
and direct initiation of network operations by the GPU frontend [2, 34] have optimized both the data path and portions
of the control path to low directly from the GPU to the
network adapter.
Despite much progress in the area, traditional multi-node
GPU clusters communicate data across the network between
subsequent kernel launches. Restricting communication in
this manner forces the programmer to think about communication separately from the computation in a completely
diferent device instead of embedding network runtime calls
directly within the kernel itself. Inter-kernel networking can
also impose performance challenges when networking is
frequent compared to computation and limits the class of
algorithms that can be oloaded to a GPU. To put this into
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Figure 1: Comparison of control low for inter- and
intra-kernel GPU networking. Intra-kernel networking allows for computation and communication overlap at work-group granularity inside a GPU kernel.
perspective, waiting for kernel tear-down/startup has been
shown to take upwards of 10µs [19]. This is an order of magnitude greater than modern network latencies, which hover
around 0.7µs at the time of this writing [22].
Recently, a number of researchers have explored initiating
GPU communications from within a kernel itself [10, 12, 16ś
19, 27, 28, 31, 32, 37], in a similar manner that one would
initiate communication on the host through a network runtime like the Message Passing Interface (MPI). While some
researchers have focused on running a full network stack
on the GPU, most practical solutions involve using helper
threads on the host to send messages on behalf of the GPU.
Figure 1 compares and contrasts these intra-kernel networking techniques with traditional inter-kernel networking.
Intra-kernel networking approaches utilize a level of indirection where the GPU communicates with the host through
producer/consumer queues that exist either in GPU or host
memory. The host CPU is responsible for servicing requests
from these queues and placing them into traditional networking queues attached to a NIC. Requests that complete from
the NIC are forwarded back to the GPU through an opposite
sequence of steps. This programming model removes the
high price of ending a kernel strictly for communication and
allows for communication and computation to overlap at the
level of a GPU work-group.
While host CPU service threads are an obvious way to
enable intra-kernel networking, there are a number of critical limitations to this approach. Helper-thread-based, intrakernel networking requires a number of long latency IO
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(b) Intra-kernel networking through ComP-Net.

Figure 2: Comparison of ComP-Net to traditional
intra-kernel networking schemes.
operations before a network operation even begins. In fact,
synchronization between a CPU and discrete GPU may not
even be possible from within a kernel depending on the
supported memory consistency model of the platform. Additionally, previously proposed GPU networking solutions
require a prohibitive number of host threads to scale beyond
a single GPU. As the number of compute units on a GPU (or
the number of GPUs in a node) continues to grow, much of
the host CPUs’ cycles will be spent servicing network operations. Finally, requiring the host to constantly poll on remote
GPU memory consumes a non-trivial amount of energy.
In this work, we improve the performance and energy
consumption of GPU-initiated communication using a littleknown feature of modern GPUs: embedded, programmable
microprocessors that are typically referred to as Command
Processors (CPs). These processors exist on the GPU device itself and are utilized to perform the serial tasks involved with
launching and tearing down a GPU kernel [4, 30]. However,
in the presence of intra-kernel networking, programmers
are encouraged to use larger (less) kernels, as they no longer
need to break down kernels across network communication
points. This leaves the Command Processors otherwise idle
and available to assist with GPU networking.
Our solution, called Command Processor Networking
(ComP-Net), moves the network service thread from the
host CPU to the GPU-resident CP. Figure 2 compares ComPNet to traditional intra-kernel networking schemes where
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Figure 3: Graphics Core Next (GCN) GPU architecture. [4].

the network service threads reside on the host. In ComPNet, GPU work-groups submit networking operations to
the CP through the GPU’s shared cache hierarchy on perwork-group command queues. By hosting the networking
runtime on the CP vs. the host CPU, we achieve a reduction
in latency for network operations, an increase in scalability
in multi-GPU systems, and a decrease in energy consumption
associated with the network service thread.
This paper describes the following contributions of the
ComP-Net system:
• We describe the runtime architecture and programming
interface of ComP-Net.
• We discuss practical challenges related to the relaxed memory consistency model on the CP and the GPU.
• We discuss ways to mitigate perform problems when sharing data between these two devices by applying some
simple architectural enhancements to the GPU’s L2 cache.
• We show that ComP-Net can improve application performance by 20% and reduce energy consumption of the
network service thread by up to 50% vs. other intra-kernel
networking designs on a 2D Jacobi stencil, allreduce collectives, and machine learning workloads.

2 BACKGROUND
This section describes the technology upon which ComP-Net
is built.
GPU Compute Architecture: Figure 3 illustrates the relevant components of a compute optimized GPU. GPUs are
comprised of a number of Compute Units (CUs), each of
which are comprised of a collection of Single Instruction,
Multiple Data (SIMD) units. Each CU is connected to a private
L1 cache and shared L2 cache, which are maintained by explicit cache management instructions. Groups of work-items
(also known as threads) are dispatched on the CUs in bundles
known as wavefronts (also known as warps). These wavefronts are further bundled into work-groups (also known as
thread blocks). Work-groups are guaranteed to execute on
the same CU and can therefore make use of fast scratch-pad
memory called the Local Data Share (LDS).

Command Processor: Of particular importance for ComPNet is the block known as the Command Processor (CP). The
primary responsibility of the CP is to manage the scheduling, launch, and tear-down of GPU kernels by serving as an
intermediary between the host CPU and the GPU’s workgroup scheduler. In this paper, we assume a programmable
CP implemented as a general-purpose CPU with private L1
instruction and data caches. The CP is hooked up to the GPU
through a shared L2 cache, as described in the prior art [30].
GPU Memory Consistency Model: The GPU operates
under a weak memory consistency model [14]. In our system
architecture, we assume that CUs in the GPU and the CPs
have private L1 caches which are not coherent with the rest
of the system or with each other. To share data between CUs
and CPs, the programmer needs to use scoped synchronization operations. A scope deines the level of visibility that a
synchronization command operates (e.g., local, device, and
system). In this paper, we assume that a synchronization can
either be a release operation, which ensures that all previous
memory operations have been made visible to the requested
scope, or an acquire operation, which ensures that we see
the newest data for all memory operations below the synchronization point. These concepts map to ISA instructions
that perform cache maintenance operations and memory
fences in the hardware.
RDMA and OpenSHMEM: Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) technology can completely avoid the target
CPU when performing network operations and are implemented in many high-performance networking protocols [15,
35]. RDMA technologies are typically used to implement onesided communication semantics, such as those provided by
OpenSHMEM [7]. OpenSHMEM is a Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) library speciication that deines many
diferent one-sided operations, such as remote Puts and Gets,
as well as use synchronization primitives and collectives. In
this paper, we have designed ComP-Net according to the
semantics of the OpenSHMEM network programming standard.

3 MOTIVATING COMP-NET
In this section, we will dive into the limitations of existing
intra-kernel networking schemes that use threads on the
host.

3.1 High Latencies
Most currently existing intra-kernel networking schemes require communication between CPU network service threads
and a GPU’s work-groups. Unfortunately, in discrete GPU
form factors, these two devices are separated by a high latency IO interconnect.
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While high latencies may not matter much when performing bulk synchronous transfers of large data, many network
applications, even on a GPU, require more than just support
for streaming transfers. Even applications that are mostly
parallel still have frequent periods of serial behavior that
cannot be easily overlapped. Consider the popular stencil
pattern of computation, which is frequently accelerated on
GPUs. In these applications, a reduction is typically performed after each relaxation phase to determine whether a
convergence criterion has been met. After a local reduction
across the GPU, each device contributes a small amount of
data, such as the calculation of residuals or synchronization
between time-steps of an iterative calculation. This step of
the algorithm resides directly on the critical path where there
is not enough parallelism for latency hiding to apply. It is
precisely these use cases that we target with ComP-Net.
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Figure 4: Performance of intra-kernel networking using host threads
Figure 4a shows the latencies for intra-kernel communication between a host CPU and GPU, as observed by workgroups on the GPU. This experiment uses a simple producer/consumer queue for communication between the CPU and
the GPU. There are two locations in which the queue can be
placed. In the irst design, the command queue is placed in
the GPU device memory. The queue is either mapped to the
CPU’s address space and accessed with loads and stores, or
it is accessed by a runtime call. Either way, the performance
is poor, especially when the CPU is required to monitor multiple queues at once, since the long latency reads block the
CPU from making forward progress.
In the second design, the command queue is placed in
host memory. The GPU maps the host memory to its address
space and does PCIe stores and atomics to synchronize. While
this approach performs better than the previous design, the
access latency is still high, on the order of 5-80µs, which is 1
or 2 orders of magnitude higher than network latencies of
0.7µs [22].
No matter where the queue is placed, latencies are high.
We are not the irst to note this restriction. Previous works
have illustrated considerable latencies that far surpasses the
latency of a network interface. For example, DCGN [37]
quotes latencies of 330µs and Gravel [31] uses a 125µs timeout to lush pending messages. Even recent works on powerful modern hardware, such as dCUDA [12], only achieve
latencies of approximately 20µs in the best case.

3.2 Poor Scalability
When using intra-kernel networking, it is very likely that
there will be many work-groups which need to access the
network simultaneously. Figure 4b shows an implementation
of intra-kernel networking on the host that sweeps both the
number of work-groups participating in a network operation
and the number of host threads allocated to service these
requests. We can see from this graph that a large number
of host threads are required to maintain reasonable quality
of service for network operations on a single 64 CU GPU.
Requiring a large number of threads to service the GPU
limits the scalability of the design. The number of required
threads will only become more of an issue as the number of
CUs on a GPU, and the number of GPUs attached to each
CPU socket, continues to increase. Recent trends show us
that many GPUs per node should be expected in the highest
performing systems [26].
There are also second order efects associated with consuming many cores on the host. For workloads that could beneit from simultaneous CPU compute, these helper threads
draw from resources that would otherwise be used by the application. For workloads that only use the GPU, host threads
burn unnecessary power and prevent the host CPU from
entering a deeper sleep state.

3.3 The Case for ComP-Net
ComP-Net implements intra-kernel networking while simultaneously addressing all the above concerns. While using a
networking CP, latency is drastically improved. The CP/GPU
command queue is placed directly in GPU memory, which
both the CP and GPU can access without traversing an IO
bus. Additionally, the CP is located behind the GPU’s L2
cache. This means that the CP and the GPU can communicate on the order of hundreds of GPU cycles if the data is
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__host__ void
hostInit ()
{
// 1 Initialize ComP - Net
cpnet_handle_t * cpnet_handle ;
cpnet_init (& cpnet_handle , GRID_SZ / WG_SZ );
// 2 Allocate symmetric heap memory
char * buf = cpnet_shmalloc ( sizeof ( char ) *
GRID_SZ / WG_SZ ) ;
// 3 Initiator / target launches kernel
if ( cpnet_handle ->pe == INITIATOR ) {
hipLaunchKernel ( Ping , GRID_SZ ,
GRID_SZ / WG_SZ , 0, 0,
cpnet_handle , buf ) ;
} else { /* Launch target kernel . */ }
}

__device__ void
Ping ( cpnet_handle_t * cpnet_handle
char * wg_buffer )
{
// 4 Extract context from global handle
__shared__ cpnet_ctx_t cpnet_ctx ;
cpnet_ctx_create ( cpnet_handle , cpnet_ctx ) ;
// 5 Each WG pings target
cpnet_shmem_char_p ( cpnet_ctx ,
wg_buffer [ hipBlockIdx_x ],
1, TARGET );
// 6 Each WG waits for pong target
cpnet_shmem_char_wait_until (
wg_buffer [ hipBlockIdx_x , 1) ;
cpnet_ctx_destroy ( cpnet_ctx ) ;
}

(a) Initialization and host code.

(b) Device ping to remote GPU using ComP-Net.

Figure 5: ComP-Net ping/pong example on host and device.
resident in the L2 cache. While this is still quite a bit higher
than cache-to-cache communication between threads on a
CPU, it is far less expensive than synchronizing over PCIe.
The careful reader will observe that an APU form factor
(e.g., a CPU and a GPU integrated on the same die sharing
the same memory) can also avoid expensive synchronization
over PCIe. However, APUs are currently limited to low-end
desktops and laptops since they do not have enough CUs
or memory bandwidth for high performance applications.
Additionally, APUs ix the ratio of GPU resources to CPU
resources, which signiicantly decreases lexibility when deploying systems. Therefore, we feel that GPU solutions that
communicate with the CPU over a high-latency bus will
continue to dominate high performance systems, motivating
the need for ComP-Net.
Scalability is also elegantly addressed by ComP-Net. As
opposed to a regular CPU, CPs scale naturally with additional
GPUs in a system. Since CPs are a part of the GPU, adding
additional GPUs in a system allows you to gain more CPs for
network processing. Additionally, a CP is much smaller than
a core on the host, which results in signiicant savings in
power and energy. We show all these efects across several
workloads in Section 5.

4 COMP-NET ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we will discuss the device- and host-side
API, the runtime architecture, and design optimizations for
ComP-Net.

4.1 ComP-Net API
ComP-Net implements an OpenSHMEM-based API that is exposed to the GPU programmer through a device side library.

Each ComP-Net operation is implemented as a work-group
collective; the runtime executes a work-group barrier after each API call. Work-groups are a natural granularity to
perform networking on a GPU. Any larger, and ComP-Net
would need to synchronize across work-groups, which is
expensive and limits the ability for work-groups to overlap.
Any smaller, and message size would most likely be too small
to saturate the network link when streaming large messages.
The CPU would then need to coalesce messages together,
which adds additional latency and ties up the CPU.
Each ComP-Net API call (put/get/collective/etc.) takes the
same arguments as a standard OpenSHMEM implementation (source/destination/length/etc.) with the addition of a
GPU-only context that provides the information needed to
communicate with the CP. These arguments are placed in
a producer/consumer queue and forwarded to the CP, the
details of which are described in Section 4.2.
The practical details of ComP-Net communication are best
described through a small example. Figure 5 illustrates a simple ping-pong benchmark between two GPUs. The example
is written using AMD’s Heterogeneous-compute Interface
for Portability (HIP) [5], which has a very similar syntax to
Nvidia’s CUDA [25]. The pong step is omitted since it is similar to ping and ofers no additional information regarding
ComP-Net’s API. Figure 5a shows the host-facing API for
ComP-Net. First, the host initializes the ComP-Net runtime
and creates a handle for the GPU 1 . This initialization step
allocates a number of service threads on the GPU’s CPs to
handle messages and brings up a standard OpenSHMEM runtime under the hood. In our case, we have selected Sandia
OpenSHMEM [36], due to its support for contexts and direct
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Figure 6: Illustration of work-groups and CP network service threads communicating using ComP-Net.
implementation on top of Portals 4 [35], which is the API for
API. Second, ComP-Net can deadlock if there are circular
our simulation environment.
dependences with unscheduled work-groups on the local or
Next, the host allocates a network accessible bufer on a
remote GPU. This is a limitation of any GPU application that
symmetric heap allocated from GPU memory 2 . We modify
synchronizes across work-groups on the device. However,
the symmetric heap code in Sandia OpenSHMEM to allow
newer APIs, such as cuLaunchCooperativeKernel [25], ensure
allocation of memory on discrete GPU (dGPU) devices. The
that GPUs are never oversubscribed. This allows forward
details of this are beyond the scope of this work, but GPUprogress in the presence of inter-work-group synchronizaside symmetric heap allocators have been explored in the
tion.
prior art [13]. Finally, a GPU kernel is launched with the
4.2 ComP-Net Design
ComP-Net handle and the allocated bufer 3 .
Figure 5b illustrates the device side API from ComP-Net.
This section describes the architectural design and optimizaThe GPU irst calls an initialization function with the hosttions for ComP-Net.
provided ComP-Net handle 4 . This API creates a private
4.2.1 GPU/CP Communication. The CP and the GPU comcommunication context for each work-group. This context is
municate through per-work-group producer/consumer queues.
allocated in scratch-pad memory and initializes its data from
However, building producer/consumer queues between the
the global ComP-Net handle. The next two steps perform
GPU and the CP on top of a weakly coherent cache hierarchy
standard one-sided network calls to perform a remote put
is diferent than on a fully coherent CPU cache hierarchy.
on the target 5 and wait for the corresponding ping 6 .
The
memory consistency model of the GPU is described in
Each work-group performs a separate ping operation on
detail
in Section 2, and we will assume the reader is familiar
an independent bufer entry. The details of what happens
with
these
details in this section.
internally in ComP-Net are described in Section 4.2.
Figure
6
describes the details of both the producer and
One important detail of ComP-Net is the use of OpenSHconsumer
side
of a ComP-Net operation. In ComP-Net, each
MEM contexts. Contexts were recently added to the speciicawork-group
maintains
a context that contains the write intion as a way to wait on a subset of the outstanding network
dex,
base
pointer
of
the
queue, a pointer to the read index
operations [7]. While useful for CPUs, this becomes a critical
that
is
shared
between
the
CP and work-group, and a local
requirement on GPUs. Work-groups should not be stalled
copy of the read index. First, the work-group checks if the
waiting for unrelated messages, as this signiicantly reduces
queue is full by comparing the local read index to its private
the amount of available communication and computation
write index 1a . If the work-group thinks that the queue is
overlap.
full using its local read index, it goes ahead and refreshes its
Our prototype ComP-Net implementation does contain
local copy with the version in shared memory and repeats
some programming model limitations. First, our initial imthe step 1b . This reduces accesses to global GPU memory in
plementation only allows for a single symmetric heap to be
the common case. Once there is space in the queue, the workbound to a single process. Therefore, all allocated ComP-Net
group then ills the slot with all the information necessary
symmetric heap memory is always placed on GPU memory.
to perform a network operation (operation type, destination,
This restriction is a limitation of the current OpenSHMEM
length, etc.) and enqueues a release marker to ensure that the

data is visible to the CP 2 . If the data to be sent is less than
8 bytes, it is copied directly into the queue entry to enable
the CP to inline the data. Otherwise, a pointer to the data
bufer in GPU memory is copied. Next, the work-group sets a
status bit in the queue entry to inform the CP that the data is
ready for consumption with another device scope write with
release marker 3 , and increments its local write index to
complete the operation 4 . On a blocking call, or a quiet operation for in-light non-blocking calls, the work-group needs
to check on completion for any outstanding requests. This
is done by polling on the status bits on all requests between
the read and the write index 5 . An acquire marker needs to
be inserted after every iteration of the loop to invalidate the
non-coherent L1 cache for the work-group.
On the consumer side, the command processor also keeps
a context for each work-group. The command processor adds
its local read index to the base pointer of the queue and polls
on the status bit of the next queue entry 1 . Similarly to the
work-group side, the CP needs to enqueue an acquire marker
to invalidate its L1 cache. After the CP detects that a network
packet is available, it reads out the appropriate data and calls
into a standard OpenSHMEM implementation to perform
the operation 2 . If the operation is non-blocking, the CP
immediately marks it as complete by setting the status bit
followed by a release operation 3 , and increments the read
pointer in both its local memory 4b and on the host 4a . If
the operation is blocking, the CP translates the operation
into a nonblocking OpenSHMEM call, but does not mark the
queue entry as complete. This translation is to prevent the
CP network service thread from blocking, which would leave
it unable to service other requests from other work-groups.
After performing a predeined number of polling rounds
through all queues, the CP will complete all outstanding
network requests and mark all blocking queue entries as
complete.
4.2.2 CP Atomic Operations. Once the networking thread(s)
has received a command from the host, it forwards it to an
OpenSHMEM library. Largely, the OpenSHMEM implementation is unmodiied except for the addition of acquire/release
markers to communicate between the CP and the NIC. The
procedure is similar to GPU/CP synchronization, except the
operations are performed at system scope instead of device
scope.
However, while operating in a multi-threaded environment with multiple CPs, our OpenSHMEM library makes
heavy use of mutexes to protect shared network data structures across threads. Typically, GPUs resolve device scope
atomics at the point of device-level coherence, which, in the
case of AMD GPUs, is the L2 cache. CPUs work in an entirely diferent manner. For our prototype implementation,
we assume a CP running an x86 instruction set, which uses
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Read-Modify-Write (RMW) preixes on instructions to take
ownership of critical sections. On a standard CPU, this is
implemented by two completely diferent requests. A CPU
maintains atomicity by locking either the cache line or the
entire response path of the coherent L1 cache. On a noncoherent GPU, this implementation will not guarantee atomicity. Therefore, we introduce a locking cache state to the
GPU’s L2 cache to support RMW instructions. All RMW instructions issued from the CP automatically bypass the L1
cache. The read cycle in the RMW locks the cache line, and
the write instruction unlocks it. This also has the side efect
of ensuring that RMWs are not only atomic with respect to
other CP threads, but also to the GPU itself.
4.2.3 Controlling Cache Thrashing in ComP-Net. To reduce
latency between the CP and the GPU, we would like ComPNet to leverage the shared Last-Level Cache (LLC) between
the two components. Unfortunately, our preliminary design
exploration of ComP-Net revealed a major limitation. In most
applications that fully utilize the GPU, the time data is resident in the LLC is rather low. This is mainly due to the fact
that the GPU performs a signiicant amount of streaming accesses coupled with the relatively small ratio of cache space
to the number of GPU compute threads. This fact has major
performance implications on ComP-Net. If enough wavefronts are performing streaming accesses to global memory,
the data shared between the CP and the GPU through the
LLC would be evicted. This forces the CP and the GPU to
communicate through relatively slower GPU memory.
To illustrate this point, Figure 7 shows an experiment
where the ratio of networking work-groups to streaming
work-groups are sweeped. For the purposes of this experiment, we only use a single CU on the GPU and reduce the
size of the L2 cache accordingly. L2 hit rates are reported only
from accesses that are generated by the CP. The experiment
shows that, in the absence of streaming wavefronts, the L2
hit rate for the CP is relatively high, indicating that the CP
and the GPU are sharing data through the L2 cache successfully. However, as successively more streaming wavefronts
are added, the CP L2 hit rate plummets to almost zero.
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There are many techniques that could be used to solve
the above issue. One technique would be to add a dedicated
low-latency communication channel for the GPU to signal
the CP. However, even simple mailbox-based designs would
require signiicant amount of hardware modiication for a
narrow use case. Fortunately, the same technique we use
for implementing CPU mutexes can be extended to prevent
eviction of control plane data from the LLC. We extend the
GPU ISA to allow a locked store operation that puts a cache
line in the same lock state as a CPU-side RMW operation.
This data is only unlocked when it has been accessed by the
CP. Since the control plane data is small, and the CP will
most likely access the data quickly, the total number of cache
lines and the amount of time that a cache line is locked is
very small (on the order of 800ns - 1µs).
Using this modiication, one inal experiment is performed
and labeled ‘LLC Locking’ in Figure 7. LLC locking signiicantly improves the hit rate for networking work-groups that
share an L2 cache with streaming work-groups. However,
while the CP hit rate no longer plummets in the presence
of streaming work-groups, it is still reduced by 20% in the
worst case from the baseline with no streaming interference.
This reduction is due to the fact that only data shared by the
GPU and the CPU is locked. Data that is used solely by the
CP that does not it in the CPs relatively small L1 cache is
spilled out to the L2 and efected by thrashing behavior. This
indicates that there are still performance optimizations to be
gained by drawing on more sophisticated cache partitioning
or locking schemes from the literature. A deeper exploration
of this interaction is left as future work.

5 EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate ComP-Net performance and energy consumption on a number of diferent workloads.

5.1 Experimental Setup
We evaluate ComP-Net using the open-source gem5 simulator [8] including the AMD public GPU compute model [3]
based on AMD GCN architecture [4]. For CPU/CP power
numbers, we feed the gem5 output statistics into McPAT [20].
We omit GPU power analysis because we expect it to be similar across all designs.
Table 1 shows the speciic coniguration for the major
components of our infrastructure. We conigure our system
as a compute node containing a CPU, GPU, CP, and NIC. The
CP itself is conigured according to the speciications listed
in Orr et al [30].
For our experiments, each ComP-Net producer/consumer
queue was 64 entries of 64B each for all simultaneously
executing work-groups. All proposed designs have the NIC
access the queues through PCIe, whether they reside on CPU
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Table 1: Baseline simulation coniguration.
CPU and Memory Coniguration
Type
8 Wide OOO, 16 cores @ 4GHz
I, D-Cache
64K, 2-way, 2 cycles
L2-Cache
2MB, 8-way, 8 cycles
L3-Cache
16MB, 16-way, 20 cycles
DRAM
DDR4, 8 Channels, 2400MHz
GPU Coniguration
Type
AMD GCN3 @1.5GHz
CU Conig
12 CUs with 4 SIMD-16 engines
Wavefronts 40 Waves per SIMD (64 lanes)
V-Cache
16kB, 16-way, 12 cycles, per CU
K-Cache
16kB, 8-way, 12 cycles, per 4 CUs
I-Cache
32kB, 8-way, 12 cycles, per 4 CUs
L2-Cache
1MB, 8 banks, 16-way, 150 cycles
CP Coniguration
Type
2 Wide OOO, 2 cores @ 2GHz
D-Cache
32kB, 8-way, 4 cycles
I-Cache
16kB, 8-way, 4 cycles
L2-Cache
Shared with GPU
Network Coniguration
Speed
100ns / 100Gbps
Topology
Star
or dGPU memory. The memory bandwidth consumed by the
GPU network queues is minimal. Each network operation
requires a 64B command packet, which is small compared
to the size of the payload itself and any other data the GPU
application may be accessing concurrently.
In our experiments, we compare across ive diferent implementations of GPU networking. Here we describe all designs
in detail:
CPU: Standard node with just a CPU and a NIC. OpenMP
is used for thread-level parallelism, and MPI is used for multinode communication.
Inter-Kernel: Traditional GPU networking node representative of technologies such as GPUDirect RDMA [21].
Kernels are launched by the host to perform computation,
and all networking is routed through MPI at kernel boundaries.
APU: Intra-kernel networking by placing the network
thread on the CPU of an APU. The GPU can communicate
through host memory and is coherent through a directorybased protocol. This is representative of the Gravel intrakernel networking implementation for APUs, but without
the coalescing [31].
dGPU: Intra-kernel networking by placing the network
thread on the CPU of a host machine in a standard of the
shelf dGPU-enabled system. The CPU and GPU communicate
through a non-coherent PCIe bus model. This is representative of most previous works that have attempted intra-kernel
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Figure 8: Microbenchmarks of ComP-Net vs other intra-kernel networking baselines.
networking using helper threads on the host [12, 16, 37].
dGPU also serves as the baseline for all results that report
normalized energy consumption or speedups.
ComP-Net: Intra-kernel networking using ComP-Net.
The network thread is placed on the CP. The CP and GPU
communicate through a shared L2 cache on the GPU.
5.1.1 A note on APU vs. ComP-Net. We wish to address
the APU vs. ComP-Net results up front, since they may be
surprising to some readers. Although ComP-Net is more
energy eicient, for most of our results, we notice that APU
and ComP-Net have very similar performance. Since neither
communicate over PCIe, this result implies that the gains in
synchronizing through the GPU’s L2 cache (in ComP-Net)
are ofset by the relative decrease in performance of a CP vs.
CPU for running the network stack itself.
We do not believe that this diminishes the value of ComPNet. Although we include APU for completeness, most GPU
compute deployments employ discrete GPUs, since APUbased designs do not ofer enough performance for compute
applications. Additionally, APUs ix the ratio of GPU resources to CPU resources, which signiicantly decreases the
lexibility when designing systems. With this in mind, we
feel that the correct comparison point for ComP-Net is the
other discrete GPU baselines (either Inter-Kernel or dGPU).

5.2 Microbenchmarks
In this section we describe the performance of ComP-Net and
competing designs in a number of controlled microbenchmarks. For this section, we will compare against the three
intra-kernel networking designs (i.e., dGPU, ComP-Net, and
APU).
Figure 8a shows the latency of a single work-group performing remote Get network operations of varying payload
sizes across diferent intra-kernel networking designs. dGPU
based designs incur over twice the latency of both ComP-Net
and APU designs. As the payload size increases, network

bandwidth becomes the ultimate determining factor, and all
three intra-kernel networking designs perform similarly.
Figure 8b shows the performance of the three intra-kernel
networking schemes when fully loading the GPU with network requests. In this example, we schedule 480 simultaneous work-groups of 64 threads each, which will fully saturate
our 12 CU system. We then sweep the number of network
service threads. Both ComP-Net and APU perform better
than dGPU. The dGPU design performs particularly poorly
when there are multiple work-groups, since service threads
must poll over PCIe.
Figure 8c shows the energy consumption of the previous
multi-threaded experiment. For this and all subsequent energy studies, we focus just on the energy consumed by the
network service thread(s). We observe that ComP-Net ofers
signiicant energy savings over both APU and dGPU. ComPNet consumes a third of the energy of dGPU, and half the
energy of APU.

5.3 Jacobi 2D Stencil
This section evaluates the performance of ComP-Net over a
Jacobi relaxation problem. In Jacobi, a series of operations are
performed on a local data set, followed by a halo exchange of
neighboring data. In our example, a two-dimensional stencil
is split in one dimension over all participating nodes. The
algorithm follows three main phases. First, the next value
of the local stencil is calculated (either on the GPU or the
host). Each element in the stencil updates it’s value based on
the values of each of its 4 neighbors. Next, the halo region is
exchanged with a node’s adjacent peers. Finally, a residual
is reduced over the stencil to determine whether to continue
the relaxation.
In the intra-kernel version the host is no longer needed
beyond data preparation. Since we can now perform network
transfers from within a kernel, the main relaxation loop can
be moved onto the GPU. Additionally, work-groups that
are performing a halo exchange on the edge of the stencil
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Figure 9: Performance of diferent networking techniques on various stencil sizes.

5.4 Allreduce
Collective operations are critical for a large number of distributed GPU applications [9, 23]. In this section, we will explore the performance of collective operations by measuring
the performance of the allreduce algorithm on ComP-Net,
both in isolation, and in the context of machine learning
workloads.
In the allreduce collective operation, each node combines
the contents of all participating nodes’ bufers using a userspeciied arithmetic operation. For the CPU and Inter-Kernel
baselines, we use the allreduce implementation provided
by Baidu [6]. This design implements an allreduce using
nonblocking send and receive operations, with computation
performed on the CPU or the GPU.
The proposed intra-kernel allreduce design uses a multiring algorithm that maximizes GPU and NIC utilization with
ine-grained overlap of communication and computation.
The number of rings is deined by the number of work-groups
participating in the allreduce on each GPU. In Rinдi , W G i on
Kernel/GPU of process P receives data from W G i of process
P − 1 and sends data to W G i of process P + 1. The ideal

Energy Consumption

can automatically overlap with work-groups on the interior.
Without intra-kernel networking, this overlap would need
to performed using an exterior and interior kernel.
Figure 9 illustrates the results of the Jacobi relaxation on
8 nodes across all of our experimental conigurations. The
results are presented as speedup to the dGPU baseline and
represent a single iteration of Jacobi, and the x-axis sweeps
the total number of elements in the stencil per node. The
igure shows three regions of interest. In Region 1 , the CPU
performs best. This is because the problem size is much
smaller than can be accelerated on the GPU. In Region 2
GPUs start to become advantageous. In this design, ComPNet and APUs perform better than dGPU and intra-kernel by
10-20%. In Region 3 , all the GPU versions start performing
similarly, since the problem size is large enough that intrakernel networking latencies are no longer the bottleneck.
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Figure 10: Performance and energy of diferent networking techniques on allreduce of diferent input
sizes.
number of work-groups (rings) per process is a function of
the message-size, chunk size, and bandwidth of the network.
Figure 10 shows a strong-scaling study of a 64MB allreduce
operation on all the evaluated conigurations. In Figure 10a,
we see that, for small number of nodes, the GPU results all
look similar, since the average problem size per GPU is large
and network latencies do not signiicantly impact performance. As the number of nodes increase and the amount of
work per GPU decreases, the performance beneits of ComPNet over competing approaches (except APU) becomes more
pronounced. Eventually, the problem size per node becomes
small enough where the reduction is optimally calculated
on the CPU. Figure 10b shows the energy consumption of
ComP-Net compared to other approaches. We observe that
ComP-Net is 50% more energy eicient than both dGPU and
APU baselines.
5.4.1 Machine Learning. Deep learning workloads typically
use clusters of GPUs to accelerate training and inference
of neural networks. For these results, we will focus on the
most computationally intensive part, which is training the
networks using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with backpropagation. In distributed SGD, an allreduce operation is
used to combine the contents of each GPU’s gradient matrix
with that of every other GPU. Depending on the number
of GPUs participating in the training phase, the allreduce
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Figure 11: Projected speedups on CNTK workloads
with intra-kernel allreduce on ComP-Net.
operation can become a signiicant bottleneck in the application. For our studies, we have selected ive machine learning workloads from a variety of application domains from
the Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit [1]. Figure 11 shows how
ComP-Net improves performance of GPU training of neural
networks on a cluster of 8 nodes with a single GPU each.
The results are obtained via a combination of simulation
using the parameters described in Table 1 and real hardware
runs on the Stampede supercomputer [38]. The diference
between the experiments is the device and networking policy
(intra- vs. inter-kernel) used for the reduction.
We observe that the biggest jump in performance occurs
when switching from a CPU-based reduction to a GPU-based
one. Further optimizing the allreduce portion of the training
phase through ComP-Net improves total workload performance over a dGPU baseline by 5% on average. However,
depending on how much the application is bound by networking, that number can vary from 11% in AN4 LSTM to
2% in CIFAR.

6 RELATED WORK
We are aware of one other work that attempts to leverage
an on-chip CP to accelerate GPU workloads. Orr et al. [30]
implement the channels programming abstraction [11] on
GPUs by using on-chip CPs to perform frequent and complex
scheduling decisions.
A few industry eforts optimize GPU networking through
an inter-kernel programming interface. GPUDirect RDMA [21],
enables IniniBand NICs to directly access GPU local memory
without intermediate data copies. GPUDirect Async [2, 34]
implements pre-registration of network operations that can
occur asynchronously when a kernel completes.
A number of work implement intra-kernel networking
while avoiding CPU helper threads. GPU-TN [19] provides an
intra-kernel networking scheme by using a mechanism based
on Portals 4 triggered operations [35]. GPU Global Address
Space (GGAS) [27] implements intra-kernel networking by
adding explicit hardware in the GPU to support a clusterwide global address space. Oden et al. [29], GPUrdma [10],

and Potluri et al. [32] all explore techniques to implement
IniniBand entirely on the GPU. Unfortunately, these works
either have challenges with performance [29] or data visibility [10, 32] related to the GPU’s relaxed memory consistency
model. Klenk et al. [17, 18] explore a number of techniques
and communication models to support communication directly from the GPU and show good performance in a number
of cases. NVSHMEM uses an OpenSHMEM-like interface to
perform intra-kernel communication with other GPUs that
reside on the same node [33].
There are a number of works that support GPU networking through helper threads on the host CPU. GPUNet [16]
provides a socket-based abstraction for GPUs. Both Distributed Computing for GPU Networks (DCGN) [37] and
dCUDA [12] implement a device-side MPI library for GPU
kernels that attempts to hide long-latency GPU network
events across the cluster. Gravel [31] optimizes irregular
GPU messaging applications by employing host-side coalescing of network operations. Gravel is unique among these
works in that it focuses solely on APUs.

7 CONCLUSION
In this work, we improved the performance and energy eiciency of intra-kernel communication using a lesser known
feature of modern GPUs: embedded microprocessors that
are typically referred to as Command Processors (CPs). Our
solution, which we call Command Processor Networking
(ComP-Net), moves the network service thread from the
host CPU over to the GPU-resident CP. In the paper, we
described the ComP-Net programming model, discussed a
detailed mechanism for GPU/CP synchronization, and implemented architectural modiications to reduce cache thrashing
between the GPU and CP. Overall, we show that ComP-Net
can improve application performance up to 20% and provide
up to 50% energy reduction of networking threads vs. other
GPU networking solutions on a Jacobi stencil, allreduce collective, and machine learning workloads.
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